Abstract
Introduction
Image segmentation is still a challenging research in the image analysis community. Its goal is to group similar and neighboring pixels in order to partition the image into structures corresponding to coherent elements. However, depending on the application area, for a same image the term "coherent elements" can have different meanings. An example is given in Figure 1 which shows for the same image two possible segmentations corresponding to two different applications: image editing and image understanding. In the first case, the segmentation algorithm is supposed to find only two regions: the main object and the background. In the second case the number of regions is not a priori known: the algorithm is supposed to find all relevant semantic objects.
This example illustrates the complexity of finding a segmentation algorithm able to deal with the variety of contexts of use. Interactive segmentation bypasses this difficulty by asking some additional information to the user. Unfortunately, in spite of their potential great flexibility, the majority of interactive segmentation methods are designed to only solve binary classification problems [3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 18, 30] . In this article, we introduce the Superpixel Classification-based Interactive Segmentation (SCIS) algorithm, an efficient, simple and fast interactive segmentation method able to find several elements in a image.
In this paper, we begin with an overview of the interactive segmentation field focused on user interaction, visual features and segmentation problem formulation. We then describe SCIS, the proposed multiclass interactive segmentation method, first its generic algorithm and then some possible variations that we later evaluate over a set of data. We conclude by evaluating the perfor- mance of the most efficient variant (SCIS-SVM) by comparing it to four other interactive methods previously described. We conclude with the promising results of SCIS, its weaknesses and some ideas to compensate them.
Related works
As its name suggests, interactive segmentation is a semi-automatic segmentation method. The user chooses some pixels (named seeds) and indicates for each of them the element to which it belongs. Features (location, color, texture, etc.) of desired regions are deduced by analyzing these seeds. Usually, adding or removing some seeds can improve the produced result, allowing the user to get any desired segmentation results.
Understanding previous works in interactive segmentation involves answering the three following questions: how does the user interact with the method? Which features are used to describe regions? How is the segmentation problem modeled and solved?
User interaction
It is generally accepted that segmentation methods can be classified into edge-based algorithms and region-based algorithms.
When an interactive segmentation method searches for boundaries of the different elements of a picture, the user must usually give some points of these boundaries. One of the most representative edge-based interactive segmentation method is Intelligent Scissors (Magnetic Lasso) [20] . However, for highly textured images, a lot of boundary points are often required, making user interaction tedious.
Regarding most of the region-based methods, user must draw some strokes on the different regions [6, 26, 29, 30] . With this modality of interaction, if picture elements are small when compared to the brush size, user can unintentionally give wrong seeds. Some methods attempt to deal with this noise [28, 29] but, despite everything, if the application provides a zoom and different brush radii, results can be significantly better.
Visual features
The most frequently used features to describe regions are pixels locations, gray levels and colors in RGB (Red Green Blue), HSV (Hue Saturation Value) or Lab color spaces. Some authors, such as Boykov et al. [6] or Grady [13] , simply use pixel gray levels and locations to segment images in several homogeneous regions. Other methods [5, 10, 12, 14, 15, 22] use pixel colors. For example, Blake et al. [5] characterize each class color distribution as a mixture of randomly generated gaussians. However, defining a color model for each class is not necessary: Duchenne et al. [10] directly use the image colors in a fixed-size window surrounding each pixel.
Lately, some works [14, 25, 30] have started to investigate the use of texture features with descriptors like textons [16] , structure tensors [23] or histograms of oriented gradients [9] .
Formulation of the segmentation problem
According to the way they choose to model and solve the segmentation problem, existing methods can be classified into two categories: region growing algorithms [21, 24, 30] and energy minimization algorithms [6, 10, 13, 25] . We will now focus on each of these categories and describe some relevant algorithms.
Region growing algorithms
In region growing algorithms, seeds are the starting point of searched regions. These embryonic regions are then completed by clustering neighboring pixels which satisfy a similarity criterion. Then, features of the new regions are updated. This process is iterated until all the pixels belong to a region. Algorithms differ by the choice of the merging order, the merging criterion and the way by which region features are updated when a new pixel is added.
Segmentation using Binary Partition Trees (BPT):
The idea to use a binary partition tree algorithm to segment an image is first proposed by Salembier et al. [24] and then expanded by Adamek in [2] and McGuinness et al. in their review [18] .
McGuinness et al. use the RSST (Recursive Shortest Spanning Tree) algorithm [19] to create the binary partition tree. Then, they transform this tree into a binarization, using the algorithm suggested by Salembier [24] . First, acccording to the seeds given by a user, some leaf nodes of the binary tree are labeled. Then these labels are propagated to parent node, until a conflict occurs when the two children of a node have different labels. In this situation, the parent nodes is marked as conflicting. Finally, all non-conflicting nodes propagate their label to their children.
At the end of this stage, some sub-trees can remain unlabeled. McGuinness et al. follow the approach proposed in [2] by labeling each unclassified region with the label of an adjacent previously classified region. When several adjacent regions with different labels are candidates to label the unclassified region, the closest one according to the Euclidean distance is chosen.
BPT method obtained the best scores in the McGuinness et al. review on interactive segmentation methods to solve binarization problems.
Contour Detection and Hierarchical Image Segmentation (CDHIS):
Interactive segmentation method of Arbelaez et al. [4] works in three stages: first, boundaries are extracted, then a hierarchical segmentation is computed and finally this segmentation tree provides the starting point for a user-assisted segmentation.
Arbelaez et al. use both local and global information to search boundaries in the image. Local information is the probability for a pixel to belong to a contour according to color and texture of its neighborhood. In practical terms, giving a disc centered on the pixel p and split by a diameter at angle θ , Arbelaez et al. analyze the dissimilarity between the histograms (g and h) of the two half-disc using χ 2 distance:
For each diameter orientation, this dissimilarity is computed for four different features (the three Lab channels and a texton identifier associated to each pixel) and for three different scales (changing the disc radius). So, each pixel, each orientation, scale and channel give a local signal G i,σ (i,s)(x,y,θ ) where i is the feature channel index, s is the scale index and σ (i, s) is the disc radius.
For each pixel at location (x, y), Arbelaez et al. compute:
with θ * the orientation giving the highest signal and α i the weights of each local signal contribution. Then, they search for the eigenvectors v 0 , ..., v n corresponding to the n + 1 smallest eigenvalues of the system (D −W )v = λ Dv with:
• W a sparse symmetric matrix such as
• i j the line segment connecting pixels i and j;
Arbelaez et al. show that these eigenvectors carry contour information: by convolving them with Gaussian directional derivative filters at multiple orientations and by linearly combining the results, they obtain the "spectral" component of their contour detector, denoded by sPb(x, y, θ ). The final global probability for a pixel at coordinates (x, y) to belong to a contour of orientation θ is given by computing a sum of local and spectral signals : gPb(x, y, θ ).
To create the segmentation tree, Arbelaez et al. use the maximal response of their contour detector over orientations:
The local minima of E(x, y) are taken as seed locations for homogeneous segments and an over-segmentation is constructed using watershed transform on the topographic surface E(x, y). Then, watershed arcs are approximated by line segments, giving for each pixel belonging to the arc an orientation θ . Using this orientation, Arbelaez et al. get, for each pixel, a boundary strength gPb(x, y, θ ) and compute for each original arc its weight as the average boundary strength of the pixels it contains. The final hierarchical segmentation is produced by merging regions of the oversegmentation, according to their similarity, which is the average weight of their common boundary. Arbelaez et al. obtain a segmentation tree. In their interactive segmentation method, seeds given by the user provide a label for some regions of this tree. To complete the segmentation, they give to each unlabeled region the label of the first labeled region merged with it.
Arbelaez et al. did not quantitatively evaluate their interactive segmentation method. They just give the obtained segmentations for some Berkeley database images 1 . These results seem very promising, nonetheless searching boundaries and computing hierarchical segmentation is a timeconsuming task (a few minutes on a desktop computer featuring 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor).
Energy minimization algorithms
From the point of view of energy minimization algorithms, the segmentation problem can be represented by a function whose value depends on the image features and a given segmentation. This function achieves its minimum for an optimal segmentation. Seeds given by a user are talen into account as constraints, so a classical way to define a minimization function is to ensure that its value decreases when regions of the segmentation are homogeneous, when regions boundaries are regular and when regions are coherent with seeds.
Interactive Graph Cuts (IGC):
In [6] Boykov and Jolly suggest an interactive segmentation method for binary classification problems. They formulate the interactive segmentation problem as the minimization of an energy function grouping hard constraints (seeds provided by user interaction) and soft constraints (similarities between pixels in spatial and intensity domains).
The cost function to minimize is the following:
where I is the image, A is a possible image segmentation, R is the regional term which evaluates if pixels within a region are coherent with seeds assigned to the region by the user, B is a function which evaluates the boundary relevance.
To find the segmentation A * which minimizes E, Boykov and Jolly use a fast min-cut/maxflow algorithm on the graph G < V, E > such as:
• V = V p ∪V term , where:
is a set of nodes such that each pixel p i is linked to a node v i ;
-V term = (T, S) is a set grouping two particular nodes: T the sink and S the source;
• E = E n ∪ E t , where:
-E n is the set of edges linking V p nodes, under a standard 4-or 8-neighborhood system; -E t is the set of edges linking each node in V p to each node in V term .
Each edge is weighted such that E n edges have a strong weight if the two linked nodes correspond to similar pixels and E t edges have a high weight if the V p node has a strong probability to belong to the foreground when the second node is the source and to the background when the second node is the sink.
Boykov et al. method obtains very good results in the McGuinness interactive segmentation review [18] , but it only solves binary classification problem.
Texture Segmentation using Random Forests and Total Variation (TSRFTV) :
In [25] , Santner et al. suggest a new interactive multiclass segmentation method in two steps. First, pixel likelihood to belong to each class is computed thanks to a random forest classifier. Then, an optimal segmentation is found by minimizing an energy which linearly combines a regularization term and a data term:
where Ω is the image domain, E i are the N pairwise disjoint sets partitioning Ω , Per D is a function penalizing the length of the partition and f i is the output of the random forest classifier. During the first stage, color and texture of pixels are extracted. Santner et al. compared several features and showed that the combination of Lab color space and LBP texture descriptor give the best results. Next the classifier is trained with the seeds. The trained classifier gives for each pixel the likelihood to belong to each class. These likelihoods are used during the second step, into the data term. The regularization term penalizes the boundary length, avoiding noisy segmentation. Santner et al. formulate the segmentation problem like a Potts model and solve it using a first order primal-dual algorithm.
According to Santner et al. evaluation [25] , their interactive segmentation method is able to segment a wide variety of images into several classes. However, texture descriptor computation and energy minimization are both time consuming. The process takes more than one second, even for small images (625 × 391 pixels) on a desktop PC.
Remaining issues
Because it requires iterative manual inputs, an acceptable interactive segmentation method has to minimize the human effort and produce quickly a result. That is to say, the seeds required to obtain a desired result must be neither too accurately localized nor too numerous, and the time to compute a segmentation must aim to a few seconds. However, to the best of our knowledge, a lot of current interactive segmentation algorithms are often time and memory consuming, even if they deal with small images, like images of the Berkeley database 2 . Furthermore, the huge majority of existing interactive segmentation methods deal only with binary classification problems [3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 28] .
In the next section, we will show that it is possible to design an efficient multiclass interactive segmentation algorithm.
Superpixel Classificationbased Interactive Segmentation (SCIS)
In this section, we propose a new region-based segmentation method to partition an image into several regions thanks to the aid of a human operator.
User interaction
We implemented all the proposed variants of SCIS as Gimp 3 plugins. Seeds are provided thanks to a brush, allowing the user to draw strokes on semantic elements he wants to separate. Seeds for different semantic elements have different colors (for example blue for the sky, green for the grass, pink for a plane, etc.) but two distinct regions can belong to the same class and have seeds with the same color, even if their pixels are not connected.
Algorithm overview
We consider an image of M pixels as a set P of
The second part of our algorithm is iterative: as long as the user adds or removes seeds, the segmentation is updated. We start by analyzing seeds provided by the user to deduce K, the number of classes. We create a set of K + 1 labels {0, 1, · · · , K} with 1, · · · , K the labels representing each class and 0 a void label. So we can assign to each pixel p a label j such as:
• j > 0 if p is a seed;
• j = 0 otherwise.
Then, for each class, we create S j , the set of superpixels including at least one pixel with label j and the others with label j or 0. Next, we use a learning method for multiclass classification, using, for each class j, the features of the superpixel set S j .
At the end of this step, several superpixels are not associated to a class, because they contain no seed or because they contain seeds of different classes. We classify these remaining superpixels using the classifier and we assign each pixel to the class of its superpixel. A summary of the proposed method is given in Algorithm 1.
We will now focus on essential parts of this algorithm, namely the extraction, the description and the classification of the superpixels.
Superpixel over-segmentation issues
As explained above, superpixels are small consistent regions. Superpixels are the result of an over-segmentation of the image: boundaries of elements in the image should match superpixel boundaries, but a same element can be partitioned into several superpixels. Because superpixels are considerably less numerous than pixels, training and using a classifier with superpixels is significantly faster than using pixels. Nevertheless, over-segmentation errors (i.e. one superpixel overlapping elements that the user wants to separate) cannot be corrected, no matter the seeds added or removed by the user.
In the context of interactive segmentation, a good superpixel over-segmentation algorithm must have two opposite qualities: to produce as few as possible superpixels (to reduce the number of elements to classify and the execution time) and to make as few as possible over-segmentation errors to reduce errors in the final segmentation. Unfortunately, reducing the number of superpixels requires to increase their size and by grouping more and more pixels into a same superpixel, the probability of overlapping erros increases dramatically. Moreover, in order to be utilizable by an interactive method, the superpixel extraction has to be fast. We compared four superpixel extraction algorithms: Felzenzswalb et al. algorithm [11] , mean shift segmentation method [8] , SLIC method [1] and Veksler et al. algorithm [27] . Other algorithms have been ruled out according to the Achanta et al. study [1] , showing they are too slow or not accurate enought. We used ground truth provided by McGuinness et al. [18] , which is more accurate than Berkeley ground truth used by Achanta et al. For each algorithm, we measured the time required to produce the oversegmentation, the number of superpixels and the rate of incorrectly classified pixels (in a superpixel with a majority of pixels belonging to a given class, the number of pixels belonging to other classes). For each algorithm we tuned the parameters to obtain a compromise between accuracy and speed. For Felzenzswalb et al. algorithm, we specified a constant for the threshold function k = 24 and a minimal size for superpixels of 20 pixels. For mean shift, we used a spatial window radius of 3 pixels, a color window radius of 3 pixels and a minimal size for superpixels of 20 pixels. For SLIC, we chose a compactness parameter equal to 10 and an average superpixel size of 100 pixels. For Veksler algorithm, we used a patch size of 20 pixels. 
Superpixel features
The choice of features describing superpixels is a crucial issue during the classification stage of SCIS. They must have two qualities:
• first, they have to ensure that any element of a wide variety of image could be distinguished from the rest of the picture;
• second, they have to be fast to compute.
As explained in section 2, some recent successful interactive segmentation methods [26] use texture descriptors as textons or histograms of oriented gradients. Nevertheless, computing these kind of descriptors is still time and memory consuming. Moreover, increasing the number of features usually increases the required time for both learning and classification steps. So, we simply describe each superpixel by its average color and the location of its center of mass. The experiments described in section 4 show that these features are quickly extracted while giving satisfactory results.
We use RGB, the original color space of the images. We tested some other color spaces (Lab and HSI) but results were not significantly improved.
Classifier
Following the success of [26] and [28] , we tested two classifiers: support vector machine (SVM) and random decision trees (RDT).
For SVM, we used C-SVM libSVM implementation 4 with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. With this kind of kernel, two parameters, the regularization parameter C and the kernel parameter γ, must be tuned.
For RDT, we used alglib implementation 5 . Two parameters, the number of decision trees and the percentage of training data used to train each decision tree, must be given.
Selection of a classifier
We obtained two variants of the method,namely: SCIS-SVM and SCIS-RDT and we evaluated their performances on a subset of Santner benchmark [25] . We selected randomly 25 images and, for each image, we chose some seeds, according to the two following rules:
• each semantic element of the image must have some seeds;
• spatial distribution of seeds should be approximately uniform over the image.
We tested each variant with different pairs of parameters, to analyze how its behavior evolves when parameters are modified. We used two criteria: the average execution time for an image and the accuracy (ACC) of the interactive method, regarding to the ground truth. Execution time is calculated thanks to the clock function given in the C++ library time.h, on a desktop PC featuring a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The accuracy is the proportion of true results among the total number of results: (6) with:
• T j the number of true positives: pixels belonging to the class j in both segmentation result and ground truth;
• F j the number of false positives: pixels belonging to the class j in segmentation result but not in the ground truth; 
Figure 3: Time (in seconds) taken by the user to segment each image, with each variant of SCIS. For each image, time for SCIS-SVM variant is given in blue and time for SCIS-RDT variant is given in yellow.
• N the number of classes in the ground truth.
Figures 2c and 2d show that, for RDT, accurate results are achieved with a high number of decision trees and using a substantial percentage of training data for each decision tree, which comes at the cost of a significantly increased execution time. The only case with both satisfactory accuracy and computational cost is when few decision trees are trained with a large part of training data.
For SCIS-SVM variant, according to Figures  2a and 2b , there are some pairs of values for parameters γ and C giving both a good accuracy and a fast classification, for example γ = 4 and C = 4, γ = 4 and C = 8, γ = 8 and C = 8, etc.
We used two more criteria to choose between the two classifiers: the average percentage of seeds and the average time taken by the user to obtain an accurate segmentation. The average percentage of seeds can be understood as the minimal percentage of pixels in an image which must be labeled by the user to obtain the final optimal segmentation. Of course it is impossible to be certain to have achieved this minimal percentage, so we simply tried to give as little seeds as possible, stopping when adding or removing seeds cannot improve the result. The average time taken by the user is the time required to give these minimal seeds or, in other words, the time between the first seed selection and the last seed selection, minus the execution time. We removed execution time in order to be independent of the classifier
(a) SVM: accuracy percentage.
(b) SVM: execution time (in seconds)
. implementation. Our tests show that SVM variant required at least 0.10% of the pixels selected as seeds whereas RDT required at least 0.11% of seeds. Moreover, Figure 3 giving the user time for the 25 images shows that SVM variant requires less user corrections to achieve segmentation.
In conclusion, the variant of SCIS selected for the next experiments uses:
• Felzenzswalb et al. algorithm to compute superpixels;
• the average RGB color and the localization of its center of mass to describe each superpixel;
• the SVM classifier with RBF kernel, C = 4, γ = 4.
This version of SCIS, implemented as a Gimp plug-in, is available here : image.enfa.fr/scis.
Performance evaluation
We compared SCIS to four interactive segmentation methods: the two most accurate methods in McGuinness review [18] (BPT and IGC), the Santner et al. method [25] (TSRFTV) and the Arbelaez method [4] (CDHIS). All these algorithms are described in section 2.
We use two benchmarks (images, ground truth and measures): McGuinness benchmark [18] and Santner benchmark [25] .
McGuiness benchmark

Experimental setup
In [18] , McGuinness et al. compare the efficiency of four interactive segmentation methods [3, 6, 12, 24] to solve binary classification problems. The 96 images they use, are a subset of publicly available Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [17] . Images have been chosen to be representative of a large variety of segmentation challenges. A set of 100 ground truth images have been created by humans, each one corresponding to an object (the foreground) extracted from the background. Binarization produced by interactive segmentation algorithms is evaluated with two measures: one for boundary accuracy, one for object accuracy.
The boundary accuracy measure is given by:
with B G and B M the internal border pixels for ground truth and algorithm segmentation result respectively, andB G andB M these same sets extended using fuzzy-set theory as described in [18] . The object accuracy measure is given by:
with M O the set of pixels labeled as object by the algorithm, G O the set of pixels labeled as object in the ground truth and |S| the cardinality of set S. We compared SCIS to the two best challengers of McGuinness et al. review (IGC and BPT), as well as the Arbelaez et al. method (CDHIS). We evaluated SCIS and CDHIS on the same images than McGuinness and used the same measures and the same ground truth to evaluate SCIS results. Moreover, as McGuinness et al., we restricted the user to a maximum of two minutes per image. For a fair comparison, we implemented SCIS as a Gimp plug-in, allowing the user to zoom and change brush diameter. Finally, to remove any ambiguities concerning the goal to achieve, we showed the ground truth to the user. The same seeds were given for SCIS and CDHIS method. Table 2 shows average object and boundary accuracy scores achieved by IGC [6] , BPT [24] , CD-HIS [4] and SCIS. These scores correspond to the averages of object and boundary accuracies measured when the user has finished the segmentation or when the allocated time was up. According to 
Results and discussion
where I result is the result produced by the interactive segmentation method, I groundtruth the ground truth, N the number of classes, R i the set of pixels of the i th class in the resulting segmentation and G i the set of pixels of the i th class in the ground truth. Santner et al. give seeds used for their evaluation. We also produce two other sets of seeds. The seeds of the first set, Seeds 1 SCIS , are produced following these two rules:
• spatial distribution of seeds should be approximately uniform over the image. The user is allowed to update seeds without time constraint, until the segmentation produced by SCIS become stable. These seeds correspond to the standard user interaction for interactive segmentation method. Because their spatial distribution should be approximately uniform, they are more numerous than Santner seeds.
The seeds of the second set, Seeds 2 SCIS , are produced by following the same rules than seeds of Seeds 1 SCIS set and by adding a new constraint: the user cannot draw strokes on the image, he can only select some isolated pixels and label them. This kind of user interaction is extremely tedious but seeds produced are significantly less numerous.
We compared Santner best results with SCIS and CDHIS methods. For both of them we computed average dice score with Santner seeds and with our seeds. Table 3 shows that seeds given by Santner, which are not uniformly distributed over the image, are not suitable for SCIS, for which location of pixel is a crucial information. Figure 4 shows an example where these differences are particularly apparent.
Seeds from Seeds 1 SCIS or Seeds 2 SCIS sets improve SCIS results. With these seeds, results produced by SCIS are more accurate than those produced by Santner method. Seeds of Seeds 1
SCIS
have two main differences with Santner seeds: their spatial distribution over the image is more uniform and they are more numerous. On the contrary, seeds of Seeds 2 SCIS are less numerous than Santner ones (0.09% of the image for our seeds and 0.37% for Santner seeds) even if their spatial distribution is more uniform. Results computed with these seeds demonstrate that SCIS dice score with Seeds 1 SCIS is not due to the number of seeds but to their spatial distribution. So, in a context of a comfortable interactive segmentation where short computation time is desirable, we think that SCIS is a good alternative to Santner and Arbelaez methods.
Qualitative examples
We conclude with an illustration of SCIS results for a same image, but in two different contexts of use: The first goal is a binarization, with the extraction of a main object (the animal) from the background, while the second goal is the segmentation of the image into semantic elements for the three following classes: grass, water and animal. Figure 5 shows that for these two distinct goals, SCIS produces accurate segmentations, computing result for given seeds in less than one second.
Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new multiclass interactive segmentation method using superpixel classification. We tested various superpixel extraction algorithms and classifiers. By oversegmenting the image with Felzenzswalb and al. algorithm, describing each superpixel by both its average RGB color and its center of mass and by using a SVM classifier, we obtain an accurate and efficient interactive segmentation method 6 . We implemented this method as a Gimp plug-in and demonstrated its performance on both McGuinness and Santner benchmarks.
Nevertheless, even if the superpixel oversegmentation stage allows to quickly segment an image, errors in superpixels cannot be corrected in the final segmentation, regardless adding or removings seeds. This weakness of the algorithm could be frustrating for the user. So, in future work, we will try to overcome this limitation. A possibility to explore is computing a multi-level segmentation, for example by splitting superpixels with labels linked to several classes into several smaller superpixels. 
